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Fact Sheet

Toshiba Matsushita Display Technology Co., Ltd. (TMD) is a leader in the development of small, high performance advanced displays for mobile phones, handheld GPS, portable media players, and other portable devices. TMD’s award-winning technology has enabled innovative products in many markets.

To develop a sharp, clear, motion blur-free mobile display well suited for 3D viewing, TMD started with its advanced thin film transistor (TFT) LCD technology, available in either amorphous silicon or low temperature polysilicon, and used Optically Compensated Bend (OCB) mode to provide a faster response time and higher contrast ratio than conventional LCDs, with a wide viewing angle to achieve near CRT-like image quality.

For the 3D technology demonstration at CES 2009, a 3D film has been integrated into the backlight module of 3-inch and 9-inch OCB mode LCD displays. Through directional backlight technology, left and right eye images are focused sequentially into the viewer’s eyes, allowing for full resolution of the display panel. Only one panel and modified backlight are required.

**OCB Technology**

By optimizing the liquid crystal cell structure, improving the bend alignment of the liquid crystal molecules, and using special optical compensation films, OCB technology greatly improves response time and achieves much wider and up and down viewing angles, without color inversion. TMD’s latest OCB technology can achieve a motion picture response time of approximately 2ms, thus eliminating motion blur.

Figure 1. In OCB mode, voltage is applied to control the orientation of molecules in the bend state, to switch between white and black states. Using dynamic LCD driving technology, TMD can achieve both higher contrast and faster response time.
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Information in this fact sheet, including product pricing and specifications, content of services and contact information, is current on the date noted below, but is subject to change without prior notice. Technical and application information contained here is subject to the most recent applicable TMD LCD product specifications. In developing designs, please ensure that TMD LCD products are used within specified operating ranges as set forth in the most recent TMD product specifications. This information is available from TAEC or from your TAEC representative.

All trademarks and tradenames held within are the properties of their respective holders.
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